ADITYA GUPTA
Android Engineer/Project Manager

Overview:
Worked as an Android developer, Project manager, Professional trainer. I have worked as trainer for android, JAVA, C,
C++. I hold 6.5+ years of experience in the field of development in JAVA, Android application development, Subject
Matter Expert – Android, Web development &amp; Project Manager.
I have had a very practical approach of learning and exploring new technologies. Apart from my expertise in android
application development, I have working experience and better understanding of technologies like PHP, JavaScript,
Node.js, iOS development (Swift), AWS, Server-Client paradigm.
Experience:








Junior project manager in Technologies Pvt Ltd from July, 2021 till now.
Mobile team lead in Walkover Web Solutions from July, 2020 to March 2021
Project manager and team lead in android, iOS, QA team in Uraan Softskills Pvt. Ltd. for about 4.5 Yrs
JAVA, C, C++ &amp; android trainer in HPE Indore for 8 months.
Worked as SME - Android development for Brighter Brains, UK for about 6 months.
Project manager, android / Java / C / C++ trainer in Dollop Infotech PVT. LTD. for about 12 months.
Team lead - Android development in Matic Technology, Indore. - Junior android developer in Avalanche Infotech
PVT. LTD. for about 6 months. - Freelancer android developer for about12 months, while final year of postgraduation.

Experience Overview:
I have worked on many applications for many market industry like real estate, productivity, E-commerce, start-up ideas,
chatting app, video call, audio call apps, etc. - Have worked on many concepts of android like: designing, animations,
JSON parsing, Retrofit, Volley, HTTP client, Realm, SQLite, MVP, MVVM, Butterknife, Mockito, Unit testing, etc. Have
done problem solving for team in Android. - Concepts of Aws like: EC2 Instance Management, server environment
creation for platforms like PHP, MERN stack, socket, mobile app backends etc. Worked with service of AWS like lambda
functions, AMI management, route53, cloudWatch. - Have worked as a trainer for iOS app development using Swift.
Have done problem solving for the team in iOS.






Currently exploring React to be able to do some research &amp; problem solving on React.js as well as React
Native.
Understanding of concepts of white-box as well as black-box testing, in order to implement an efficient STLC.
Handled project management from 5 Years, where have handled BA role for requirement analysis, creating
documentations of the software like SRS, SOW etc.
Setting timelines, resource planning and executing the plan efficiently to deliver the output on time.
Handled multi-tasking from 5 years now with different profiles and technologies. - Handled clients, both Indian
and foreign, for requirement discussions, dispute resolving, negotiations and update calls.

Professional Strength:





Possess good management experience and communication skills.
Ability to solve issues in a quick and efficient manner.
Have good leadership and management skills.
Good motivator and ability to multi-task.

Software Skills:



Operating System Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Mac, Ubuntu
Language &amp; Frameworks C, C++, Java, PHP, Swift, Node.js, Android, MySQL, MongoDB.

